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ABSTRACT
We systematically compare the performance of ETKF-4DVAR, 4DVAR-BEN and 4DENVAR with respect to two traditional methods (4DVAR and ETKF) and an ensemble transform Kalman smoother (ETKS) on the Lorenz 1963 model. We specifically investigated this performance with increasing non-linearity and using a quasi-static variational assimilation algorithm as a comparison. Using the analysis root mean square error (RMSE) as a metric, these methods have been compared considering (1) assimilation window length and observation interval size and (2) ensemble size to investigate the influence of hybrid background error covariance matrices and non-linearity on the performance of the methods. For short assimilation windows with close to linear dynamics, it has been shown that all hybrid methods show an improvement in RMSE compared to the traditional methods. For long assimilation window lengths in which non-linear dynamics are substantial, the variational framework can have difficulties finding the global minimum of the cost function, so we explore a quasi-static variational assimilation (QSVA) framework. Of the hybrid methods, it is seen that under certain parameters, hybrid methods which do not use a climatological background error covariance do not need QSVA to perform accurately. Generally, results show that the ETKS and hybrid methods that do not use a climatological background error covariance matrix with QSVA outperform all other methods due to the full flow dependency of the background error covariance matrix which also allows for the most non-linearity.
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1. Introduction
Hybrid data assimilation methods are becoming more widely used in Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP). These methods combine ideas from successful variational methods such as 4DVAR (Talagrand and Courtier, 1987) and sequential methods such as the ensemble transform Kalman filter (ETKF, Bishop et al., 2001) and the ensemble Kalman smoother (e.g. Evensen and Van Leeuwen, 2000; Yang et al., 2012). The motivation behind hybrid methods is to make use of a flow-dependent background error covariance matrix (\( P_b \)) in a variational setting. Although some of these hybrid methods are being used operationally now, several basic questions on their performance are still open.

Hybrid methods were introduced by Zupanski (2005) when they produced the maximum likelihood ensemble filter (MLEF) which obtains a maximum a posteriori estimation (MAP) in ensemble space. Gu and Oliver (2007) explore a method called randomised maximum likelihood which is a 3DVAR in ensemble space with each ensemble member based on stochastic EnKF. Both of these papers are examples of using variational methods within an ensemble Kalman filter. Other methods which use ensemble methods to update variational methods have also been popular. Wang et al. (2008) looked into a hybrid ETKF-3DVAR data assimilation method for the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. The ETKF-3DVAR uses ensemble information within a variational framework. The \( P_b \) from the ETKF is combined with the climatological background error covariance matrix in 3DVAR (\( B \)), at the start of each assimilation window. This is our motivation for the ETKF-4DVAR which is the same but uses 4DVAR framework instead of 3DVAR. Other examples such as Fairbarn et al. (2014) and Liu et al. (2008) looked at the four-dimensional ensemble variational method, 4DENVAR. 4DENVAR uses the four-dimensional covariance from an ensemble of model trajectories which alleviates the need for the tangent linear and adjoint model in the 4DVAR. In Fairbarn et al. (2014), both deterministic and stochastic versions ensemble of 4DENVARs (EDA-D and EDA-S) are tested against 4DVAR, deterministic-EnKF (DetEnKF, which is an approximation of the ETKF for small background error
covariances, Sakov and Oke (2008)] and 4DVAR-BEN. 4DVAR-BEN is similar to ETKF-4DVAR but uses the ETKF generated background error covariance matrix. The root mean square error (RMSE) is then calculated for different observation densities and a different range of ensemble sizes on the Lorenz 2005 model (which uses 180-variables). Liu et al. (2008) compare 4DENVAR to 4DVAR on a one-dimensional shallow water model. They show that 4DENVAR needs more iterations over the 4DVAR to reach the same value of the cost function. This is because the sample background error covariance in 4DENVAR, calculated by the ensemble, has a higher condition number than the fixed background error covariance matrix used in 4DVAR. The ensemble $P^b$ is a sample estimator that may contain spurious long-distance correlations (a result of finite sample size); this can increase the condition number. However, as the adjoint model is not needed in the minimisation, the computing time for each iteration is smaller. To evaluate the performance of 4DENVAR, the absolute error was calculated (comparing with the truth) and compared with that of 3DVAR, 4DVAR and the EnKF. 4DENVAR outperforms all methods on this model with only a small absolute error. This paper shows some encouraging results for 4DENVAR. It suggests that this method may be a good choice for real atmosphere data assimilation.

On the operational side, Wang (2010) introduced a hybrid background error covariance formulation into the 3DVAR-GSI (gridpoint statistical interpolation) system. Since then, there have been many ideas to use hybrid methods to try and decrease forecast error. Kuhl et al. (2013) give an example of hybrid methods in operational models. Their implementation is very similar to the ETKF-4DVAR which we used in this paper. They use a weak constraint 4DVAR system (named NAVDAS-AR), but their implementation of the background error covariance matrix is a combination of a static error covariance matrix with a flow-dependent error covariance matrix based on an ensemble transform technique of 80 members. They found that a hybrid blend of static and flow-dependent error covariances significantly reduces forecast error in comparison to just using a static error covariance.

In this work, we systematically compare the ETKF and the proposed ETKF-4DVAR from Wang et al. (2008), the 4DENVAR and 4DVAR-BEN from Fairbarn et al. (2014) with 4DVAR and the smoother described in Yang et al. (2012), which we will refer to as the ensemble transform Kalman smoother (ETKS) on the Lorenz 63 model. We use different window lengths with different observation periods and different ensemble sizes for all methods. We focus on the influence of non-linearity. By using the Lorenz 1963 model, we avoid issues related to localisation in the methods that use an ensemble. While localisation is an important factor in the performance of data assimilation methods in large-dimensional systems, and, in the context of hybrid methods, especially the time-dependence of localisation in an assimilation window, we isolate the influence of hybrid background covariances and the non-linearity of the data assimilation problem in this study. On our longest assimilation window experiments, we also use a quasi-static variational assimilation algorithm [QSVA (Swanson et al., 1998), for the variational-based methods], QSVA attempts to find the minimum of a non-convex cost function coming from a long assimilation window by solving a series of minimisations in shorter assimilation sections of increasing length.

The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give a description of each one of the methods used in this paper. In Section 3, using the analysis RMSE as a metric, these methods have been compared considering assimilation (1) window length and observation interval size, and (2) ensemble size and observation interval size. The final section concludes the paper and gives plans for future work.

2. The hybrid methods

2.1. 4DVAR

The four-dimensional variational assimilation (4DVAR) is a method of estimating a set of state variables (or parameters). This is done by adjusting the model variables until the analysis trajectory balances the observations with the first guess. As the name would suggest, the 4DVAR method not only uses three-dimensional space, but also includes the time domain; i.e. the solution is a trajectory. If we consider the model to be perfect (strong constraint), this problem reduces to finding an initial condition $x$ from the minimisation of the following cost function:

$$ J(x) = \frac{1}{2} (x - x_b)^T B_x^{-1} (x - x_b) $$

$$ + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=0}^{p} (y_i - H_i(M_i(x)))^T R_i^{-1} (y_i - H_i(M_i(x))) $$

(1)

which measures the difference in the model trajectory and the observations. Here, for $p$ observations, $M_i = M_{0:i}$ is the non-linear model operator for time 0 to time $i$, $R_i$ represents the observation error covariance matrix at time $i$, $x \in \mathbb{R}^N$ is the initial state, $y_i \in \mathbb{R}^L$ is an observation set at time $i$, $x_0$ is the background state, and $H_i$ represents the non-linear observation operator at time $i$. The background error covariance matrix is given as $B_x$. To find a minimum
value, one can set the gradient of $J(x)$ to zero and find the root of this equation iteratively

$$\nabla J(x) = B^{-1}(x-x_0) - \sum_{i=0}^{p} M_i H_i R_i^{-1}(y_i - H_i(M_i(x))) = 0,$$

with $M$ being the linearised model around the current iteration and $M^\top$ its adjoint. If $J(x)$ is not convex, this can be a local minimum and not global. Once the optimal initial conditions are reached, the model is run throughout the assimilation window to produce a forecast into the next window. This future forecast will provide the next assimilation windows background state. The version of 4DVAR which we use in our experiments is non-incremental 4DVAR.

2.1.1. A quasi-static variational approach. As the assimilation windows lengths increase on the Lorenz 1963 model, so does the non-linear error growth. This makes calculating the global minimum of the cost function even more difficult in the traditional variational framework. Pires et al. (1996) suggest using quasi-static variational assimilation, and this is then built upon in Swanson et al. (1998) and Swanson et al. (2000). This involves taking a smaller section of the assimilation window, using all observations in that section to find the minimum, and then gradually increasing the length of the section using the previous section minima as a first guess until we have covered the whole window.

2.2. Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter

The ETKF was introduced in Bishop et al. (2001) and modified in Wang et al. (2004). The latter is the version we use in our experiments. The ETKF is a type of ensemble square root filter (EnSRF, Tippett et al., 2003), in which use in our experiments. The ETKF is a type of ensemble transform Kalman filter (EnTFK, Tippett et al., 2003), in which the background ensemble of perturbations is transformed into the analysis via post-multiplication by a matrix of weights as:

$$X^u = X^b W_u,$$

where $X^b$ is given by

$$X^b = [x^1 - x, ..., x^M - x].$$

Here, $X^u, X^b \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times M}$ are the analysis and background ensemble of perturbations respectively, $M$ is the ensemble size and $W_u$ is a matrix of weights. This weight matrix is calculated as follows. The ensemble analysis error covariance matrix equation is

$$P^e = (1 - K_i H)P^e_i,$$

where $K_i = P^b_i H^T (HP_i H^T + R)^{-1}$ is the Kalman gain matrix, and $P^b_i$ and $P^e_i$ are ensemble covariances, i.e.

$$P^e_s = \frac{1}{M - 1}X^s X^s^T.$$  

Making a substitution of $D = Y^b(Y^b) + R$, where $Y^b = HX^b$, we get the equation

$$X^b(X_b) = (1 - X^b(X_b)H^T D^{-1} H X^b(X_b))^T,$$

$$= X^b(1 - (Y^b)^T D^{-1} Y^b)(X^b)^T,$$

$$X^e_s = X^b(1 - (Y^b)^T D^{-1} Y^b)^T.$$

Use the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury identity to find

$$1 - (Y^b)^T D^{-1} Y^b = (1 + (Y^b)^T R^{-1} Y^b)^{-1}.$$  

The ETKF takes the eigenvalue decomposition

$$(Y^b)^T R^{-1} Y^b = C \Gamma C^T,$$

where $\Gamma$ is an $M \times M$ real, non-negative, diagonal matrix and $C$ is an $M \times M$ orthonormal matrix. Using eq. (11), eq. (10) can now be written as

$$1 - (Y^b)^T D^{-1} Y^b = C(1 + \Gamma)^{-1} C^T.$$  

To optimise the performance of ETKF we use inflation such that $X^b = X^b(1 + \rho)$, where $\rho \in \{0, 0.025, ..., 0.375, 0.4\}$. For each combination of ensemble size and observation period, an optimal was found. More information about the implementation of the ETKF can be found in the appendix of Amezcua et al. (2012).

2.3. Ensemble Transform Kalman Smoother

While filters modify (update) state variables at observation times, smoothers modify the whole trajectories of state variables with the information obtained from observations. The weights in the ETKF are used only at observation time. As each ensemble member arises from a forward integration from the previous observation time, these weight matrices should describe a closer estimation of the truth throughout the whole trajectory. So, this smoother applies the weight at each observation time (from the ETKF) and applies it to the ensemble trajectories between the last observation and the current one. This is similar to the 4D-EnKF by Hunt et al. (2004). This method does not require any extra model runs as this smoother simply multiplies the entire ETKF ensemble with an extra
weight matrix. The difference between the original ensemble Kalman smoother (Evensen and Van Leeuwen, 2000) and the smoother used in this paper is that we do not perturb the observations.

2.4. ETKF-4DVAR

Wang et al. (2008) was the pilot study of the ETKF-3DVAR hybrid data assimilation method. In that paper, they conducted an identical-twin OSSE (Observing System Simulation Experiment) with a coarse grid spacing (200 km) of the WRF model, comparing the ETKF-3DVAR to traditional 3DVAR. They show that the hybrid provides an approximately 15–20% more accurate analysis than the 3DVAR. It was shown that the improvement in RMS analysis error of the hybrid over the 3DVAR was larger over data-sparse regions. They suggest that future work should involve looking into ETKF-4DVAR.

The ETKF-4DVAR uses a similar cost function to eq. (1) written as

\[
J(x) = \frac{1}{2}(x - x_0)^\top B^{-1}(x - x_0) + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=0}^{p} (y_i - H_i(M_i(x)))^\top R_i^{-1}(y_i - H_i(M_i(x))),
\]

where all variables are the same as in the 4DVAR version except the background error covariance matrix, \(B\), is replaced by \(\tilde{B}\) which is given by the equation,

\[
\tilde{B} = \beta B + (1 - \beta)P^b.
\]

The climatological background error covariance matrix \(B\), is the same as the one used in 4DVAR, but \(P^b\) represents the background error covariance matrix generated by the ETKF as in eqs. (6) and (4) and \(\beta \in [0, 1]\) represents a weighting scalar. When \(\beta\) is set to 1 in eq. (15), we find the traditional 4DVAR. When \(\beta = 0\), only the ensemble error covariance matrix is used, and this method is known as 4DVAR-BEN, and when \(\beta = 0.5\), the method will be referred to as the ETKF-4DVAR.

2.5. 4DENVAR

4DENVAR is a variational method in which an ensemble of model trajectories is used to estimate space and time correlations, avoiding the need for an adjoint model following original ideas of Van Leeuwen and Evensen (1996). Further details on this method can be found in Liu et al. (2008), Fairbarn et al. (2014), Lorenc (2003, 2011), Buehner et al. (2010a, 2010b), Wang and Lei (2014) and Tian et al. (2008). This method seeks to minimise the cost function

\[
J(x) = \frac{1}{2}(x - x_0)^\top (P^b)^{-1}(x - x_0)
+ \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=0}^{p} (y_i - H_i(M_i(x)))^\top R_i^{-1}(y_i - H_i(M_i(x))),
\]

which is similar to the four-dimensional variational data assimilation method (4DVAR) except \(B\), has been replaced by \(P^b\), which is identical to the 4DVAR-BEN cost function. 4DENVAR differs in the minimisation, and the gradient of eq. (16) is almost identical to 4DVAR’s without the need for a model adjoint. Our background covariance matrix is calculated by

\[
P^b_t = \frac{1}{M - 1}X_tX_t^\top.
\]

where

\[
X_t = [x'_1 - \bar{x}_1, \ldots, x'_M - \bar{x}_1],
\]

with \(x'_t\) represents the value of ensemble member \(j\) at time \(t\) and \(\bar{x}\) represents the recentred 4DVAR analysis. Thus, the cost function gradient can be written as

\[
\nabla J(x) = (P^b_t)^{-1}(x - x_0)
- \sum_{i=0}^{p} (P^b_t)^{-1}P^b_tM_i^\top H_i^\top R_i^{-1}(y_i - H_i(M_i(x))).
\]

Using the transformation,

\[
P^b_t = X_tX_t^\top,
\]

\[
P_t^b M_i^\top H_i^\top = X_tX_t^\top M_i^\top H_i^\top
\]

\[
= X_t(\mathcal{H}(M_tX_t))^\top
\]

\[
= X_t(\mathcal{H}(X_t))^\top,
\]

we can replace \(P^b_tM_i^\top H_i^\top\) with \(X_t(\mathcal{H}(X_t))^\top\) to remove the need for the model and observation operator adjoints. This ensemble of model trajectories at the initial time step, \(t_0\), is set to the same distribution as the analysis background error covariance matrix of our ETKF at the end of the previous assimilation window, this is then centred around the end point of the 4DENVAR analysis at the end of the previous assimilation window. From this description, it becomes clear that the method closely resembles an iterative variant of the ensemble smoother as presented in Van Leeuwen and Evensen (1996).

A brief summary of each method can be found in the Appendix 1.
3. Experiments

3.1. Lorenz 1963

For our experiments, we use the Lorenz (1963) model. This is a simple dynamical model which exhibits chaotic behaviour for certain choices of parameters. The Lorenz equations are given by the non-linear coupled ODE system

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dx}{dt} &= -\sigma(x - y), \\
\frac{dy}{dt} &= \rho x - y - xz, \\
\frac{dz}{dt} &= xy - \beta z,
\end{align*}
\]

where \(x = x(t), y = y(t), z = z(t)\) are the state variables and \(\sigma, \rho, \) and \(\beta\) are parameters. In these experiments, they are chosen to have the values 10, 28 and 8/3, respectively. To ensure we start from a point in the attractor, 20 consecutive 4DVARs were run over 50 time steps (\(\Delta t = 0.01\)) and the final analysis point, \(\mathbf{x}_a\), was taken to be the initial state, \(\mathbf{x}_0\), of our experiments. Thus, in these experiments the initial state is

\[
\mathbf{x}_0 = (-3.12346395, -3.12529803, 20.69823159)^T.
\]

3.2. Generation of the background error covariance matrix

The climatological background error covariance matrix was generated by an iterative method using 4DVAR with one observation at the end of the assimilation window. Each assimilation window is the same length as the observation period used in each experiment, and these assimilation windows are run over a 5000 time step cycle starting from an arbitrary \(\mathbf{B}_0\). This was thought to be long enough to let the system evolve and provide the appropriate correlations among variables. At the end of the cycle, we calculate a new \(\mathbf{B}_n\) matrix using

\[
\mathbf{B}_n = (\mathbf{x}^t - \mathbf{x})(\mathbf{x}^t - \mathbf{x})^T,
\]

from \(t = 5000\) to \(t = 5000\) to ignore the transient and where \(\mathbf{x}^t\) is the forecast state and \(\mathbf{x}^t\) is the truth state. With this new \(\mathbf{B}_n\), we restart the cycle for another iteration. This is done for 10 iterations which is long enough to show convergence. This method is described in Yang et al. (2006). Figure 1 shows results from experiments with a fixed versus non-fixed \(\mathbf{B}_n\), for both traditional 4DVAR and 4DVAR with QSVA. A fixed \(\mathbf{B}_n\) means that, for all experiments, the \(\mathbf{B}_n\) was generated using the method described above with observation period of 12 for each experiment. A non-fixed \(\mathbf{B}_n\) is generated using the method described above with the corresponding observation period taken as in each experiment. It can be seen that 4DVAR (with and without QSVA) with a fixed \(\mathbf{B}_n\) does just as well as with a non-fixed \(\mathbf{B}_n\) matrix in nearly all observation period sizes. For all our experiments, all variables \((x, y, z)\) will be directly observed \((\mathcal{M} = 1)\), with an observation error covariance matrix of \(\mathbf{R} = \sigma^2\mathbf{I} = \mathbf{I}\) (uncorrelated observations), with \(\sigma^2 = 1\).

3.3. Does the initial point change the result?

Before comparison of the hybrid methods are made, we test whether initial conditions are important for both the ETKF and 4DVAR. Four different initial states were selected from the Lorenz 1963 attractor, and then run over 10,000 assimilation windows, each window is 24 time steps using 4DVAR and the ETKF (with inflation).

Doing short data assimilation experiments may be misleading and give information of the performance of the method only in a specific neighbourhood of the attractor. Thus, we use 10,000 assimilation windows to fully model the state of the system. The initial points are given as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{x}_0^1 &= (-3.12346395, -3.12529803, 20.69823159)^T, \\
\mathbf{x}_0^2 &= (-12.2275757, -13.28328434, 28.50731193)^T, \\
\mathbf{x}_0^3 &= (4.87127426, 8.78267131, 11.57329377)^T, \\
\mathbf{x}_0^4 &= (14.7894135, 10.17205532, 39.60479722)^T.
\end{align*}
\]

Both methods are run with eight different observation periods [at every 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24 time step(s)]. The ETKF has 20 ensemble members with the initial ensemble being generated from a Gaussian distribution perturbed from the initial state \([\text{with } \mathbf{x}^t + \mathbf{B}^t\eta\text{ where } \eta \sim (0, 1)]\). After running these methods for this time scale, we notice that the RMSE are all equivalent for each method. This concludes that,
after a long enough time frame, the initial state of the experiment does not change the result.

3.4. Improvements from QSVA

In Fig. 1, the quasi-static variational approach (QSVA) experiments show the influence of QSVA for a 48 time step window for different observation periods. We first minimise over the first 12 time steps, then the first 24 time steps, then the first 36 time steps and finally the whole window. QSVA perform much better than 4DVAR, suggesting that local minima are present. Note that an observation period of 48 time steps, which has only one observation at the end of the window, 4DVAR and 4DVAR-QSVA are the same. This is because with one observation per window, the smaller sections which the QSVA method uses have no observations, thus not improving the first guess.

3.5. Ensemble size versus observation interval

For complex models, ensembles can be expensive to run. Hence, we first compare each method over 10,000 consecutive assimilation windows (each one being 24 time steps in length), observation periods of $\Delta t = \{1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24\}$ using an ensemble size of 5, 10, 20, 50 or 100 members for the ETKF. This will show if a large ensemble size is needed to give the most accurate estimation of the true state of the system. As 4DVAR is unaffected by changing the ensemble size of the ETKF, it is not necessary for comparison.

Fairbarn et al. (2014) show that an ensemble of at least five members is needed for EDA-D to have a lower analysis RMSE over 4DVAR in the perfect and imperfect model. Here, in Fig. 2, we show how accurate each hybrid method (along with the ETKF) is when the number of ensemble members is varied.

The true nature of ensemble methods is that more ensemble members will more accurately represent the systems behaviour, giving a smaller RMSE. Without inflation, we do see a decrease in RMSE with more ensemble members, but as inflation is used in this experimentation, this is not always the case. Looking at all panels in Fig. 2, it can be seen that for small observation intervals, ensemble size above 50 members produces the lowest RMSE for all methods except for the ETKF-4DVAR (which is the only method which uses the climatological background error covariance matrix). With a lot of ensemble members and a lot of observations, an ensemble size at 50 or above seems to provide the lowest RMSE until our observation period gets to six time steps. This is because the trajectory of the system is very closely observed. As the frequency of observations decreases, more ensemble members are expected to give a more accurate estimate of the state of the system. Nonetheless, in Fig. 2a we notice that for long observation periods (e.g. 12, 24 in all panels), the largest RMSE actually corresponds to the largest ensemble ($M = 100$). This counter-intuitive result has been observed (and explained) before in small models (e.g. Lorenz, 1963) under largely non-linear error growth (as it is the cast with infrequent observations). Lawson and Hansen (2004) and Anderson (2010) show that with large ensemble sizes using a deterministic ensemble Kalman filter, the system can suffer from ‘ensemble clustering’. This can be alleviated with random rotations (e.g. Pham et al., 1998; Amezcua et al., 2012) but at the expense of losing information of the trajectory. After a certain amount of members, increasing the size will not increase accuracy. After an interval size of 12, ETKF suffers ensemble clustering causing a higher RMSE for 50 ensemble members. Figure 3 shows the degree of clustering given different observation periods. This is calculated by

\[
CD = \frac{\text{Tr}(P_{M-1})}{\text{Tr}(P_M)},
\]

where $P_{M-1}$ is the ensemble spread ignoring the furthest member from the truth. As $CD \rightarrow 0$, we have a higher clustering of ensemble members. This is because as $CD \rightarrow 0$, this implies $\text{Tr}(P_{M-1}) \rightarrow 0$; hence, all the variance is coming from a single member. The figure shows that, as observation period increases, the probability of the ensemble clustering increases. With a small observation period, we have random ensemble clusters this turns into systematic clustering at higher observation periods. This is also the case with the ETKS (see Fig. 2b), but as the whole trajectory between observations is weighted, we see lower RMSE in comparison to Fig. 2a as the space between observations increases. Using this increase in accuracy, the method which seems to be affected the most is 4DENVAR in Fig. 2e. It can be seen that with a small ensemble size with the added iterational aspect of the variational framework, we get a decrease in RMSE in comparison to the ETKF. Lastly, Fig. 2e shows no significant change in RMSE with increased ensemble size except with single observation windows. This could be due to the variational aspect of the hybrid methods and how, in this system, the ETKF is quite accurate even with small ensemble sizes. Thus, any ensemble size over 5 would be enough for this method. In the following experiments, we will use 20 ensemble members as this seems to be the maximum amount before we suffer from clustering. In Lorenz 1963, we do not need to use localisation.

3.6. Assimilation window length and observation interval

In this section, a detailed comparison of ETKF-4DVAR (with $\beta = 0.5$), 4DVAR-BEN, 4DENVAR, ETKF, ETKS
and 4DVAR over different assimilation window lengths, with different observation periods is made. In this experiment, windows of lengths 12, 24, 36 and 48 time steps are used over 10000 assimilation windows, we also used the quasi-static variational assimilation method for window lengths of 36 and 48 time steps (QSVA only needs 1000 assimilation windows, since the variation in RMSE among cycles is lower than without QSVA). The observation interval sizes used are generated using the multiplication factors of the window length so as to give us an observation

![Graphs showing RMSE for different hybrid methods as a function of ensemble size and observation periods.](image)

**Fig. 2.** RMSE (y-axis) for different hybrid methods (and the ETKF) as a function of ensemble size (different lines) and observation periods (x-axis). Each panel shows a different data assimilation method (Each y-axis has a different scale).
at the end of the assimilation window. For example, in a 48 time step assimilation window, we have 10 different observation periods, those are with an observation at every 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 48 time step(s). The ETKF will have 20 ensemble members with the initial ensemble being generated from a Gaussian distribution perturbed from the initial state \[x^t + B\eta\] where \(\eta \sim (0, I)\).

Figure 4 shows the performance of the different methods for two assimilation window length (12 and 24 steps) and different observation periods. First, we notice that in a smaller assimilation window (Fig. 4a), the 4DVAR-BEN and 4DENVAR have the smallest RMSE. The mean RMSE is calculated from the equation,

\[
RMSE = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sqrt{\left(\mathbf{x}^t - \overline{\mathbf{x}}^t\right)^T \left(\mathbf{x}^t - \overline{\mathbf{x}}^t\right)} / N.
\]  

(29)

where \(\mathbf{x}^t\) is the true state of the system and \(\overline{\mathbf{x}}^t\) is the mean analysis state. Mean in ensemble methods refers to sample mean, and in variational methods, it refers to the trajectory which minimises the cost function and \(T\) is the window length. It can be seen that the two methods which use a climatological background error covariance matrix perform less accurately than the other methods for this small window length, except in the case where we have an observation at every time step. As the ETKF provides a flow-dependent background error covariance matrix (Fig. 5 shows ensemble background error covariance matrices before and after observation given different observation periods), 4DENVAR and 4DVAR-BEN give the lowest RMSE over small observation interval sizes. This is consistent with linear theory, the variational method gives the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) on the time window, and the \(P^B\) part ensures an optimal \(B\) matrix.

Fig. 3. Cluster Degree (CD, \(y\)-axis) for different observation periods for a 50 member ETKF with no inflation.

Fig. 4. Performance of each data assimilation method analysis as a function of window lengths and observation periods (\(x\)-axis); \(y\)-axis is the RMSE (scale in both panels are different). In Fig. 4a, 4DENVAR is under 4DVAR-BEN.
Figure 6 shows a comparison of all our methods over 36 and 48 time step windows without QSVA (Fig. 6a and b) and with QSVA (Fig. 6c and d). In the figures, we show how both the QSVA and non-QSVA versions of the variational methods perform. Figure 6a shows the ETKF, ETKS and 4DENVAR having a much lower RMSE than the methods which use an adjoint because the non-linearity of the system render the linearisation around the first guess via tangent linear and adjoint models no longer suitable. This is investigated further in Fig. 7, which shows that variational methods have an optimal window length, given fixed observation periods, which gives the lowest RMSE of that method. Looking at each plot, we see that the optimal window length (in our experiments), with an observation period of 2, 3, 6 or 12 time steps, is 24 time steps. This seems to be the point where the variational methods have enough data from observations (as opposed to 12 time steps which has less observations) to improve performance without having the highly non-linear error growth (which occurs in long windows such as 48 time step windows).

To account for the non-linear error growth, we also ran a comparison with QSVA on the 36 and 48 time step windows...
Figure 6a and b is compared with Fig. 6c and d to investigate how well a QSVA version of our methods compare with our original non-QSVA methods. It can be seen that QSVA greatly decreases the RMSE, which implies that QSVA has helped considerably in finding the global minimum over a local one. It can be seen on the 36 time step plots (Fig. 6a and c) that 4DENVAR performs very well with and without QSVA. 4DENVAR has a slightly lower RMSE without QSVA than 4DVAR-QSVA and ETKF-4DVAR-QSVA and also has a very similar RMSE to 4DVAR-BEN-QSVA. This tells us that 4DENVAR at this level of non-linear error growth does not need to use these advanced techniques in order to achieve lower RMSE over the traditional methods. At 48 time step windows, the non-linearity of the error growth is too large for 4DENVAR and QSVA improves all of our variational methods. It is noteworthy that the ETKS has the most robust low-RMSE performance of all methods.

Comparisons of future forecasts trajectories with the truth show similar results. For variational methods, the forecast trajectory over the next window was generated by running the model forward in time from the end of the analysis trajectory in the current window. For sequential methods, we used the same approach but ran the model forward from the ensemble mean. The ETKF and ETKS both have the same values at observation time, so they produce the same forecast trajectories. We find that on shorter forecast windows, the non-climatological hybrid methods outperform the other methods, while, in longer windows, the ETKF and ETKS generally outperform the other methods.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, the traditional data assimilation methods 4DVAR, ETKF and the ETKS were compared against three hybrid methods, 4DENVAR, ETKF-4DVAR and 4DVAR-BEN. It has been shown that over smaller data assimilation windows, when the error growth is close to linear (we used 12 time steps), variational methods which use the ensemble-generated background error covariance matrix (4DENVAR and 4DVAR-BEN) outperform all other methods for all observation periods. We notice that sequential methods also do well in comparison to the variational methods. As the window length increases (to 24 time steps),
steps, which has weakly non-linear error growth), we see an improvement in our variational methods which use a climatological background error covariance matrix, and this is because there is an optimal window length for climatological 4DVAR (Kalnay et al., 2007). Sequential methods produce the same RMSE as they assimilate every time an observation occurs, but for high observation periods, we see that the ETKF is less accurate than all other methods. It is almost certain that the optimal inflation in this case is outside the values we investigated.

Still, it can be seen that variational methods which use a flow-dependent background error covariance matrix from the ETKF are more accurate than any other method, and we also notice that the methods which do not use an adjoint are the most accurate over all observation interval sizes. At 36 time steps windows, it was shown that 4DENVAR provides a very accurate analysis in comparison to the other variational methods, managing to achieve a lower RMSE compared to the other methods even after using quasi-static variational assimilation framework on the other methods. The longest window size (48 time steps) shows sequential methods outperforming every variational method (when using QSVA, 4DENVAR-QSVA and 4DVAR-BEN-QSVA also comparably well), with the smoother being more accurate than the filter. The method which does not use an adjoint (4DENVAR) is the most accurate variational method over all observation period lengths, although the ETKS has the best overall performance. It is striking how much the performance of variational methods improves when QSVA is used, for longer windows this is related to the existence of local minima.

NWP models are considerably bigger than the Lorenz 1963 model. There are, however, similarities and conclusions which we can extract and will apply to both. All models can be tested in terms of window length and for observation period sizes. In NWP models, these parameters are hard to test due to the complexity of the model (such as number of variables, fast and slow variables etc.), which is where testing these parameters on a smaller model comes in handy. Advantages of 4DENVAR in NWP comes from not having to use an adjoint model and not having to tune a climatological background error covariance matrix since an ensemble method can generate this flow

![Fig. 7. RMSE (y-axis) for 4DVAR and different variational hybrid methods as a function of window length (x-axis). Each panel shows a different observation period. Note: (d) has a longer y-axis than the others.](image-url)
dependently. This becomes particularly important for long assimilation windows. As most forecasting centres use variational methods for NWP, Fig. 7 shows that increasing window length may not necessarily increase the accuracy of the assimilation. This can be helpful for plans to optimise assimilation parameters. NWP agencies push to increase assimilation window length, which increases the non-linearity for the system. In this case, using an ETKS or 4DENVAR will be a huge improvement over other methods. It should be noted, however, that these methods will need localisation. Another issue to take into consideration in NWP is model error. While the ETKF works rather well, even under the effect of model error, variational methods with model error have not been explored extensively. The next logical step forward would be to research the influence of non-linearity in hybrid data assimilation methods in a system with model error, and where localisation is necessary, this will be the focus of a future paper.
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6. Appendix 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETKF</td>
<td>Sequential method which updates trajectories at observation time. The background error covariance matrix is generated from ensemble members, B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETKS</td>
<td>Similar to the ETKF but the smoother version which applies the weight to the whole ensemble trajectory. The background error covariance matrix is calculated from ensemble members, B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4DVAR</td>
<td>Traditional non-incremental strong constraint 4DVAR. Uses an adjoint model and a full climatological background error covariance matrix, B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4DVAR-ETKF</td>
<td>Uses ETKF to generate a flow-dependent background error covariance matrix in the 4DVAR framework. Combines flow-dependent B, matrix with the climatological B, matrix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4DVAR-BEN</td>
<td>The same method as 4DVAR-ETKF but uses a full flow-dependent B, matrix without the climatology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4DENVAR</td>
<td>4DVAR framework but replaces the adjoint model in the cost function gradient with cross state covariances. Background error covariance matrix is generated from an ensemble of model trajectories.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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